Twist HD 4-Cam Ultra-Secure Starter Kit

With these cameras, you can literally twist and shout. In-app control makes it easy to turn the camera from left to right a full 360° view and communicate via 2-way audio. You can also manually tilt them up or down.

- 1x Security Shuttle
- 4x Twist HD Cameras

Network Security
Creates a closed network with advanced security measures to protect your privacy

24/7 Intelligent Recording
The recording automatically filters out unchanged scenes

Motorized Panoramic View
Provides you a 360 degree motor-driven panoramic view

Night Vision
Automatically switches to infrared night vision mode under low-light conditions
KEY FEATURES

• Keep an eye on things at home while you’re away
• Makes a great baby monitor or pet/nanny cam
• Can use motion detection feature to send intruision alerts

1x Security Shuttle | 4x Twist HD Cameras
---|---
• Built-in router with firewall | • Video resolution: 720p High Definition (1280 x 720)
• Wi-Fi standard: 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n | • Frame rate: up to 30fps
• Wi-Fi wireless security: proprietary | • Field of view: 100°
WPA/WPA2 PSK | • Motorized pan: 300°
• Wireless and security: proprietary 433 MHz | • Video format: H.264
• Input/output: | • Wi-Fi standard: 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
  -10/100 Ethernet port | • Wi-Fi wireless security: proprietary
  -USB 2.0 port | WPA/WPA2 PSK
• Internal storage: 4GB | • Storage: Micro SD Card 32GB SDHC
• Built-in siren: 80dB | • Certification: FCC, CE, TELEC, RoHS, REACH
• Certification: FCC, CE, TELEC, RoHS, REACH

*FAT32-formatted microSD card required. Card not included.
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